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Abstract
Visual prostheses are an emerging technology to restore vision in blind
individuals. The level of vision currently attainable with these prostheses is crude and
far from the level of normal vision though. Epiretinal prostheses work by using a multielectrode array implanted within the eye on the inner layer of the retina to electrically
stimulate the neural elements beneath the electrodes and produce punctate visual
percepts of light called phosphenes. Stimulation by serially delivering a cathodic
monopolar pulse of current with each electrode in the array would require the least
power to construct pixilated images of the visual scene. There is the possibility of
complex stimulation schemes that may be able to preferentially stimulate the neural
elements between the electrodes of the multi-electrode array by utilizing multiple
electrodes of the array at once though. Although this would require more power, this
would effectively increase the resolution capabilities of the epiretinal prosthesis without
the need to increase the number of electrodes on the multi-electrode array. To
investigate the possibility of such a stimulation scheme, a computational model of the
inner layers of the human retina including the nerve fiber layer and ganglion cells was
constructed. The model response was validated against studies of biological ganglion
cells, and under comparable conditions reproduced features of epiretinal stimulation
seen clinically. The response of the computational model of the inner retinal layers to
stimulation by up to two electrodes at once in the multi-electrode array was then
determined to evaluate the possibility of producing phosphenes between the electrodes.
The investigation found that disk electrodes using rectangular pulses of equal
magnitude could not produce a distinct phosphene between the electrodes of the model.
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1. Introduction
We heavily rely on our sense of vision to guide us through the tasks of daily
living. Unfortunately vision commonly becomes compromised, or even completely lost.
For those whose visual function is diminished, there are a number of corrective
procedures and devices to restore vision to normal levels, such as corrective lenses or
laser eye surgery. For those who are blind though, there are currently no established
means of restoring vision. The emerging application of neurostimulation to the visual
pathway aims to meet this problem though, and there has been a recent surge of work
on the development of visual prostheses. One implementation that has made great
progress in artificial vision involves the use of an array of electrodes placed on the inner
retinal surface to electrically stimulate the remaining neural elements of the retina to
produce visual percepts. While this method has been shown to reliably produced
phosphenes in individuals previously blind due to photoreceptor loss from retinitis
pigmentosa and macular degeneration [1], the level of vision produced is far from
replicating normal vision
To further the capabilities of artificial vision, much work needs to be done in
understanding the response of the visual system to artificial stimulation. This would
allow optimization of the parameters that define the pixelized image produced by the
multi-electrode array, which in turn determines the ability of a subject to complete a
visually guided task. Psychophysical experiments on normally sighted human subjects
have found that a 25!25 array of pixels in the central visual area could enable visually
guided mobility [2], and that reliable face recognition with small, high contrast pixelized
10!10 grids can be learned [3]. Through a greater understanding, and some
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technological advances, the design of visual prostheses can progress towards restoring
highly functional vision in blind individuals.

1.1 Thesis Problem
To advance the abilities of visual prostheses and approach the level of normal
vision, greater control of the retinal response to electrical stimulation is necessary.
Features of stimulation to further explore include the electrode geometry, size, and
spacing, as well as the stimulus parameters such as the waveform, frequency, polarity,
and amplitude. The optimization of these components of stimulation is key to the
construction of artificial vision, and parallels the history and development of cochlear
implants in many ways.
Analogous to a retinal prosthesis, an auditory prosthesis needs to replace the
function of many sensory neurons using a small number of electrodes. There are about
3,500 inner hair cells in the human cochlea, which innervate to 30,000 auditory nerve
fibers associated with each inner ear of a healthy human [4]. Electrode arrays of
cochlear implants currently have up to about 22 electrodes [5], resulting in a ratio of
about 1360:1 nerve fibers to electrodes. In the case of the retina, there are around 126
million photoreceptors [6] that converge to approximately 101 million retinal ganglion
cells whose axons compose the optic nerve [7]. Epiretinal prostheses currently
undergoing clinical trials include the Argus I and Argus II with 16 and 60 electrodes
respectively [8]. Assuming an electrode array of 60 electrodes, the ratio of nerve fibers
to electrodes for epiretinal prostheses is about 1,680,000:1.
This mismatch in the number of stimulation sites to the number of sensory
neurons results in a crude approximation of the sense, that may even be too crude to
extract useful information from. While an initial response to this dilemma may be to
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increase the number of available electrodes, the number of electrodes in cochlear
implants has stayed about constant for two decades while their performance continued
to increase. This was due to improvements in the processing of auditory signals and the
development of various stimulation schemes utilizing these comparatively few
electrodes. Similar to the progress of cochlear implants, this work developed a model of
the response of the retina to electrical stimulation to investigate stimulation schemes to
make better use of currently available multi-electrode arrays. Specifically, the possibility
of producing a larger number of distinct visual percepts through more restricted
excitation of the retinal neural elements to effectively create a virtual electrode between
the physical electrodes of the array was investigated.

1.2 Thesis Outline
The body of this thesis is divided into two chapters. Chapter 2 provides a brief
overview of human vision and epiretinal stimulation, and is intended to give a basic
understanding of how normal and artificial vision works. Chapter 3 outlines the
construction of the computational model to address the thesis problem and the
experiments to both validate the model and investigate the possibility of a virtual
electrode. The following chapter offers conclusions, a summary of the work, and
suggestions for future work.
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2. Background
The human eye is a sense organ that facilitates light perception. The perception
of light by the eye is transmitted to the brain via the optic nerve where it is assembled
into vision. As humans have evolved to become highly visually dependent, the human
eye has developed a number of complex specializations that allow for the perception of
feature-rich visual cues.
Unfortunately, the eye can become pathologic via a number of mechanisms as
well, and thus compromise vision. Retinal degenerative diseases are characterized by a
progressive loss of the neural elements that compose the retina. Two examples include
retinitis pigmentosa and age related macular degeneration, which involve the loss of the
photoreceptors that convert light into neural electrical signals. These diseases begin
with a partial loss of visual function that may eventually progress to complete blindness.
Visual prostheses are an emerging technology that aims to restore vision in blind
individuals. These systems take advantage of the remaining neural elements of the
diseased visual pathway as sites of simulation to induce artificial vision. Though the
artificial vision produced by these systems is still very crude compared to normal vision,
there has been much recent progress in their development.

2.1 The Healthy Eye
In a healthy human eye, light enters focused by the cornea and lens optics to
travel through the vitreous humor and form an image at the back of the eye on a sensory
layer called the retina. Light from the center of the field of vision is directed along the
visual axis to the foveal pit and the surrounding area, known as the macula in the retina
[6]. The fovea is a small area of the retina specialized for high-resolution vision. Using
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fixational eye movements, humans constantly direct the fovea to analyze the fine details
in a scene [9].
The retina is a filmy piece of tissue barely half a millimeter thick that is
responsible for detecting, encoding, and some initial processing of the light signals to be
sent to the brain [9]. The retina and optic nerve are considered part of the central
nervous system as they originate as outgrowths of the developing brain [9]. A key
feature of the retina is that the spatial organization of the neural responses corresponds
to the location of the stimuli on the retina [9]. This is known as retinotopic organization.
Hence, if light stimulates the center of the visual field, a phosphene, or visual percept of
light, will be perceived at the center of the visual field.
To facilitate vision in a relatively small space, the retina’s neural anatomy has
become very complex with many parallel connections, neural subtypes, and pathways.
One reason for having all this function restricted to this small layer of tissue is that light
does not pass through blood, and so diffusion from the limited vasculature at the back of
the eye is the main method of transporting resources so as to not block the transmission
of light in the retina [9]. The optic disk is the only site of entry/exit from within the
inner surface of the eye and is where the vasculature and optic nerve originates.
The direction that light travels through the retina is a bit counterintuitive, as the
light must pass through all the neural elements before arriving at the photoreceptors. In
general, light travels through the eye, through the neural elements of the retina to the
photoreceptors that detect light, which then signal to inter-neurons, which then signal to
ganglion cells. Ganglion cells are considered the output neurons of the eye as their
axons all converge to the optic disk to form the optic nerve and then exit the eye to pass
their signals on to the brain [6]. While the retina generally performs the same function
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throughout, the retina’s composition varies as certain areas are specialized for different
aspects of vision.
The thickness of the central and peripheral retina differs due to the higher
photoreceptor density, especially of cones, of the central retina; along with the
photoreceptor’s associated bipolar and ganglion cells [9]. Photoreceptors are either rods
or cones. Cones are associated with high-resolution color vision while rods are very
sensitive photoreceptors used for dark to dim conditions [9]. Cones are mainly found at
the fovea, as this is the area at the center of the field of vision, specialized to detect fine
details. As well as having the maximum density of cone photoreceptors, there are no
rods found at the center of the foveal pit, and all second and third order neurons are
displaced centrifugally in a ring [9].
Retinal ganglion cells are the only neurons of the retina that produce
conventional action potentials [9]. Within the eye, the axons of the ganglion cells
compose the innermost retinal layer, the nerve fiber layer. The axons of the nerve fiber
layer are not myelinated to more readily permit the passing of light through the retinal
tissue and limit the retina’s thickness [6]. Once the axons of the ganglion cell have exited
the eye via the optic disk, they become myelinated and compose the optic nerve that
relays visual signals to the brain.
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the neural network of the retina. Note that
light travels through the retina from the bottom-up in the figure.
Table 1: Cellular and synaptic layers of the retina.
Layer

Contains/Connections

Pigment epithelium

Hexagonal cells packed with pigment granules

Outer nuclear layer

Photoreceptors; rods and cones

Outer plexiform layer

Photoreceptors communicate with bipolar and horizontal
cells

Inner nuclear layer

Horizontal, bipolar, amacrine cells

Inner plexiform layer

Bipolar cells communicate with amacrine and ganglion
cells

Ganglion cell layer

Ganglion cell somata

Nerve fiber layer

Axons of ganglion cells converging to the optic disk

There are at least seventeen types of ganglion cells in the human retina [10]. The
midget and parasol ganglion cell types are the most numerous and studied types within
the retina. Midget ganglion cells encode color and high spatial resolution vision and
parasol ganglion cells are sensitive to movement and low contrast stimuli [9]. The other
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classes of ganglion cells have various intrinsic properties including directional
selectivity and contrast detection.
About half of all ganglion cells are localized within 4.5mm of the fovea. Within
the central visual area, 90% of ganglion cells are of the midget class, while the remaining
10% are parasol ganglion cells [11]. This is due to the fact that the central visual area is
specialized for high-resolution vision, thus packing a high density of neural elements
with a small receptive field. The receptive field refers to the area from which the neuron
receives input from other neural elements, which may be much wider than the cell’s
dendritic field due to lateral communication within the synaptic layers [12]. In general,
the ganglion cells around the center of the fovea have the smallest receptive fields, and
their receptive fields grow as they move toward the periphery of the retina. The
receptive fields of midget ganglion cells at the center of the fovea are so small that they
receive input from only one neural element directly below them [9].
In a simple model of the retina, the ganglion cells receive input from bipolar
cells. There are at least ten types of bipolar cells; one cell type is reserved for input from
rod photoreceptors while the rest form connections with cone photoreceptors [10].
Several of these cone bipolar types are concerned with converging information from
many cones. There are two cone bipolar types that make only single cone contacts for a
one to one relationship between neural elements; these are the midget class of bipolar
cells and are found within the central visual area as well [12].
The simplest pathway for vision in the retina is the midget pathway. The midget
pathway is a specialized cone pathway of the central fovea of humans and primates that
is composed of the midget ganglion cell, midget bipolar cell, and cone photoreceptor.
The midget pathway has the least convergence and the greatest resolution capabilities of
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the visual system [9]. The midget pathways in the central fovea are also color-coded
corresponding to the response selectivity of wavelengths in the different regions of the
visible spectrum of the cone photoreceptor that the bipolar and ganglion cells are
associated with [9]. This color information can only be utilized in the midget pathway,
as the convergent networks of visual pathways outside the central fovea would pool
signals from many cones, thus losing the information of each cone’s wavelength
selectivity [10].

Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the midget visual pathway.
To outline the activation of the midget pathway in brief, light strikes the outer
segments of the cone photoreceptor causing a biochemical process that hyperpolarizes
the membrane and reduces synaptic release of the excitatory neurotransmitter
glutamate. The midget bipolar cell then depolarizes or hyperpolarizes in response to
this change in glutamate signaling depending on the type of glutamate receptors on the
cell. The bipolar cell’s response is then passed on to the midget ganglion cell via
glutamate as well, which will then depolarize or hyperpolarize and may or may not fire
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an action potential, depending on the specific type of midget ganglion cell. The ON and
OFF classification is one convention used to describe whether a given cell will
depolarize (ON) or hyperpolarize (OFF) in response to synaptic signals [9]. Note that in
contrast to common belief, photoreceptors decrease their glutamate release in response
to a light stimulus.
The retina is a highly dense and extremely active neural tissue that relies on a
specialized means of signaling to facilitate vision. The initial neural elements of the
visual pathway, such as the photoreceptors and bipolar cells, encode varying input with
a graded, nonregenerative membrane potential [9]. By avoiding spikes, the synaptic
output can be varied continuously and more information can be relayed. Cell to cell
communication of these graded potentials is facilitated by a specialized synapse known
as the ribbon synapse; which can only be found in the retina, cochlea, and vestibular
system in humans [13].
The ribbon synapse is characterized by the unique presynaptic structure known
as the synaptic ribbon [13]. Within the retina, this structure is found in the presynaptic
terminals of rods, cones, and bipolar cells [9]. Synaptic vesicles of glutamate are
tethered to the ribbon and released into the extracellular space upon excitation. While
conventional synapses usually have dozens of vesicles in the presynaptic terminal,
photoreceptor and bipolar terminals are associated with thousands of vesicles, with
numerous ribbons [13]. High rates of vesicular fusion and glutamate release are made
possible by this structure and are important to the function of photoreceptors and
bipolar cells as they generate sustained, analog responses and maintain neurotransmitter
release constantly at some level throughout their entire life [13].
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2.2 Outer Retinal Degeneration
The retina is a fragile tissue, and in some eye diseases the retina becomes
impaired and degenerative changes take effect that eventually lead to significant
damage of the retinal elements. Retinitis pigmentosa and age related macular
degeneration are two examples of retinal degenerative diseases, and are currently the
leading causes of blindness in developed countries [14]. There is currently no cure for
either of these diseases as well. Loss of visual function in these diseases results from a
degeneration of the outer retina, primarily the photoreceptors. These diseases do not
directly attack the inner retinal neurons such as bipolar and ganglion cells, however
there is some associated loss of the retinal elements postsynaptic to the photoreceptors
[15].

2.2.1 Retinitis Pigmentosa
Retinitis pigmentosa is a hereditary disease of the retina that comes in many
forms and consists of various genetic mutations involving the photoreceptors. The
majority of the faulty genes that have been discovered relate to the rod photoreceptors
[9]. In the early stages of the disease, the rod photoreceptors of the peripheral retina
degenerate and the patients become night blind as more of the peripheral retina where
rods reside becomes damaged [16]. Eventually, some patients develop tunnel vision,
with only the fovea spared from the disease process [16]. Many people with retinitis
pigmentosa retain some sight all their lives and do not become legally blind until their
40’s, however others may go completely blind as early as their childhood [16]. Loss of
central vision in the late course of the disease depends on the variable progression of
retinitis pigmentosa in each case.
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2.2.2 Macular Degeneration
Macular degeneration is an eye disorder involving damage to the macula, which
is the area encompassing the fovea and the center of the visual field. It results in a loss
of the ability to perceive fine details or recognize faces, though peripheral vision remains
[9]. While the cause of macular degeneration is not exactly known, a number of risk
factors that have been identified include age, race, pigmentation, ischemia, and cigarette
smoke [9]. Though some macular dystrophies affect the younger population, macular
degeneration generally refers to age-related macular degeneration as the disorder
usually affects older adults and is the leading cause of blindness in the elderly
worldwide [9]. Advanced macular degeneration is associated with profound vision loss,
but not total blindness. In the dry form of macular degeneration, cellular debris called
drusen accumulates between the retina and the vascular area behind the retina known
as the choroid [17]. In the wet form, the vasculature of the choroid grows up towards
the retina [17].

2.3 Artificial Vision
Blindness can result when any part of the visual pathway is damaged by injury
or disease. The aim of retinal prostheses is to simulate normal vision in blind patients by
activating the neural cells in the visual pathway, thus producing artificial vision. With
recent advances in microelectronics, biomaterials, surgical tools and techniques, and the
great amount of research activity in neurostimulation, there has been great progress
towards the development of retinal prostheses to alleviate the loss of vision and improve
the quality of life.
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2.3.1 Methods of Stimulation
The concept of inducing a visual sense in blind individuals is based upon
knowledge of the visual system. All prosthesis convert images of the environment from
a camera into patterns of stimulation applied to the neural tissue [18]. The anatomical
site of stimulation within the visual pathway delineates visual prostheses. Each
implementation is accompanied by their respective advantages, disadvantages,
challenges, and complications. Visual prosthetic implants that have been recently tested
in humans include epiretinal, subretinal, optic nerve, and visual cortex stimulators.
Table 2: Summary of visual implant characteristics.
Implant
Type

Viable Cells
Needed

Signal
Encoding

Advantages

Disadvantages

Epiretinal

Retinal
ganglion cells

Minimally
complex

Minimally
invasive

Must be close to
retinal surface

Subretinal

Retinal
ganglion cells,
bipolar cells

May be
simpler than
epiretinal

Utilize existing
signal processing
network

Invasive, may
block oxygen
diffusion to
retina

Optic nerve

Retinal
ganglion cells

Complex
and difficult
to localize

Access to entire
visual field

Invasive, poor
resolution

Extracortical

No retinal cells
needed

Moderately
complex

Moderately
invasive

Poor resolution,
high thresholds

Intracortical

No retinal cells
needed

Moderately
complex

Low thresholds,
better resolution

Invasive, brain
surgery required

2.3.1.1 Epiretinal Stimulation
Epiretinal stimulation uses an electrode array mounted to the inner surface of the
retina, between the vitreous and the retinal ganglion cells to stimulate the visual system
[18]. The implanted array can communicate to external devices via a number of modes
to receive power and coding for stimulation. The elements likely stimulated in the
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retina include retinal ganglion, bipolar, and amacrine cells [19]. This method bypasses
damaged or missing photoreceptors, such as in the case of macular degeneration and
retinitis pigmentosa, and directly stimulates the outer retinal elements, utilizing its
retinotopic organization [18].
One of the main complications of epiretinal stimulation has been ensuring that
only local retinal elements are activated rather than the numerous axons in the nerve
fiber layer which are located closest to the stimulating electrode [18]. The axons of the
nerve fiber layer originate from ganglion cells from the entire visual field, which if
activated would not produce a punctate phosphene corresponding to local excitation of
neural elements. Epiretinal stimulation to produce artificial vision has been
demonstrated with relative success and will be the primary focus of this work.

Figure 3: Schematic illustration of epiretinal stimulation.
2.3.1.2 Subretinal Stimulation
In progressive degenerative diseases of the retina that lead to the loss of the
photoreceptors, one approach to artificial vision is to replace the lost photoreceptors
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with a man made substitute. This is considered subretinal stimulation, as the implant is
located towards the outer layers of the retina where the functional photoreceptors once
were. There are currently two main approaches to subretinal stimulation, active and
passive [20]. In the passive approach the subretinal implant relies on incident light for
power to stimulate bipolar cells, attempting to mimic the function of the photoreceptors
[20]. While this approach may seem appealing, one constant problem has been the low
quantum efficiency of current photodiodes, which require the use of unrealistically
bright lights to generate a strong enough stimulus to activate the retinal tissue [18]. The
active approach on the other hand relies on an external power source to generate stimuli
and can more readily operate under normal light conditions.

Figure 4: Schematic illustration of subretinal stimulation.
2.3.1.3 Optic Nerve Stimulation
Within the retina and visual cortex, the visual field is represented over a
relatively large area. Thus, coverage of the entire visual field with current electrode
array technologies is nearly impossible [21]. The optic nerve is the one location in the
visual pathway where the entire visual field is represented in a relatively small area [21].
By placing multi-electrode cuff electrodes around the optic nerve, visual perceptions
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could be elicited. The great challenge to optic nerve stimulation though is selectively
stimulating subsets of axons, and single axons, that correspond to a desired location
within the visual field [21].
2.3.1.4 Visual Cortical Stimulation
Stimulation of the primary visual cortex has the potential to aid blind individuals
due to a wider variety of diseases due to the condition of the retina not being a factor.
Stimulation of the visual cortex has been accomplished with large surface electrodes and
penetrating microelectrode arrays [22]. While surface electrodes are less invasive, they
require relatively large currents to produce large phosphenes [22]. Intracortical
electrode arrays reduce the amount of stimulation current required and improve the
selective stimulation of small populations of neurons, thus allowing smaller power
consumption and greater resolution capabilities [22]. The biocompatibility and
functionality of electrodes implanted in the brain over long periods of time however, is
stifled due to encapsulation [21]. This will need to be overcome to make long term,
functional cortical implants feasible.

2.3.2 Animal Studies
Cortical and retinal electrically elicited responses to epiretinal stimulation have
been studied in animal models with normal and diseased retina. Action potentials
recorded from the axons of ganglion cells are often used to determine thresholds of
stimulation. Cortical evoked potentials in response to stimulation may also be
investigated in these models. Stimuli that are effective in eliciting a cortical response
will likely lead to vision, however it cannot be determined from these studies if action
potentials in the retina are equivalent to perception in the visual cortex.
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The rabbit retina is a common choice as an animal model of epiretinal
stimulation. Jensen et al. investigated the thresholds for activation of rabbit retina using
disk and ultrafine electrodes [23, 24]. These studies showed that there are short and
long latency responses to electrical stimulation of ganglion cells, and that these
responses depend on the stimulus pulse duration and location of the stimulating
electrode [24]. It was also shown that cathodic stimulation resulted in lower thresholds
and greater specificity for stimulation near the cell body than at the axon of ganglion
cells [23]. Thresholds in the range of 1 µA were obtained in these studies using healthy
rabbit retina, which in contrast to human ganglion cell axons, contains a band of
myelinated axons [25]. These and other similar studies helped establish the
understanding of how the retina responds to stimulus parameters, electrode placement,
and various other features of the response to epiretinal stimulation.
The ability to evoke electrically elicited responses in degenerate animal retina has
been tested by various groups using rabbit, mice, and rat retina [26-29], and cortical
activation has also been observed in these models [26]. A key observation from these
studies include that the threshold to stimulate degenerate retina is significantly higher
compared to normal retina when using large electrodes and/or long pulse durations. In
addition, while there may be a loss of visual response to light in the degenerate retina,
electrical stimulation is still able to evoke activity in the remaining neural elements [28].
These findings suggested that even in severely degenerated retina, there are remaining
ganglion cells that are responsive to focal electrical stimulation by epiretinal electrodes,
a prerequisite for further development of human visual implants.
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2.3.3 Acute Human Studies
Potts and Inoue shown in 1969 that electrical stimulation of the eye externally
could produce the sensation of light, and often a cortical response in some subjects with
retinitis pigmentosa [30]. The concept of an electrical retinal prosthesis had been
introduced some time ago and these results indicated the possibility of a visual
prosthesis utilizing the remaining elements of the visual systems of diseased retina.
Since then there has been incremental advances in visual prosthesis, with a recent surge
in development due to the availability of microfabrication techniques to produce
interfaces to the nervous system.
For epiretinal prosthesis to function in the diseased human retina, it is vital that
functional ganglion cells still remain despite the loss of inner retinal neurons.
Postmortem studies of human retina severely degenerated by retinitis pigmentosa have
demonstrated that there are inner retinal neurons that survive. Studies have suggested
that 40-80% of the cells in the inner nuclear layer survive, while 20-48% of ganglion cells
survive [31-33]. Combined with the findings that the remaining neural elements in
animal models of diseased retina were functional, retinal prosthesis were ready to take
the next incremental step towards acute human studies.
Acute human studies function as an intermediate step between animals and
chronic implantation. Humayun et al. stimulated the retina with an electrode
introduced into a patient’s eye in the operating room setting and found that patients
perceived phosphenes in response [1]. In addition, the patients could localize the spatial
position of the phosphene and detect its movement. This was followed up by a similar
acute study that demonstrated patients could perceive shapes using a multi-electrode
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array [34]. These studies with handheld electrodes suggested that a crude form of vision
could be constructed using electrically elicited phosphenes.
In acute human experiments conducted by Rizzo et al., a thin film electrode array
was held onto the retina using a weight to obtain more consistent thresholds across
patients [35, 36]. These studies found that percepts resulting from multi-electrode
stimulation do not always match the pattern of stimulation on the array. The proposed
possible causes of this unexpected observation in their acute experiments include
disease of the visual pathway secondary to chronic blindness, ineffective stimulation
strategies, and insufficient time for learning by the subjects [36]. The percepts were
reproducible though, suggesting that appropriate image processing may be used to
evoke specific shapes.

2.3.4 Chronic Human Implantation
A number of groups have investigated human implantation of a retinal
prosthesis, however only one study has been implanted long term with subjects using
the full system in their homes [8]. In 2002 Second Sight Medical Products, Inc. initiated a
clinical study of a prototype 16-electrode array epiretinal prosthesis, enrolling six
individuals with retinitis pigmentosa and bare light perception (clinicaltrials.gov
identifier: NCT00279500). The test subjects’ artificial vision established light perception
and made some simple visual tasks possible. Test subjects were able to use spatial
information from the stimulator to detect motion, distinguish objects, and locate objects
at levels above statistical chance [37]. Across subjects, average perceptual thresholds
ranged from 24-702 µA using a 1 ms pulse, with lower thresholds resulting from a
greater proximity of the electrode array to the retina for distances greater than 0.5 mm
from the retina [38]. Perception thresholds were not greatly dependent on the
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electrode’s proximity to the retina within 0.5 mm, and the thresholds of chronically
implanted prostheses were in general low compared to the previous acute studies.
Recent reports demonstrated that subjects could discern the orientation of black and
white grating patterns up to a spatial resolution corresponding to the spacing between
adjacent electrodes [8], and that perceived brightness can be described as a power
function of stimulus intensity [39]. The clinical trial is continuing, with Second Sight
Medical Products, Inc. also conducting another long-term clinical trial of a 60-electrode
array epiretinal prosthesis that was initiated in 2006 (clinicaltrials.gov identifier:
NCT00407602).

2.3.5 Mechanisms of Action
While not initially well understood, there has been much progress in the
understanding of the mechanisms behind retinal stimulation. An understanding of the
actions and response of retinal stimulation permits improvements in the design of
retinal prosthesis, and is essential towards the progress of designing complete artificial
vision systems.
2.3.5.1 Computational Models
Computational models are a valuable tool in studying the behavior of complex
systems. Computational models allow greater access to the system than may be
achieved with biological models. Experimentation by changing model parameters and
observing the differences in responses allows theories of system behavior to be
established that are difficult to observe in the real system otherwise.
Greenberg et al. used a cell tracing of an amphibian retinal ganglion cell to
investigate the site of stimulation for lowest threshold to explain the focal perceptions
observed in patient trials [40]. Using simulated point and disk electrodes, and passive,
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Hodgkin-Huxley, and a five nonlinear ion channel model based on recordings of
ganglion cells to model the membrane dynamics, the thresholds of activating the cell at
various locations relative to the soma was determined. The study found that thresholds
using point and disk electrodes were slightly lower when stimulating over the soma as
apposed to the axon when using cathodal stimulation, though the difference may not be
significant enough to always allow preferential stimulation of somas over axons.
Schiefer and Grill used a simplified model of retinal ganglion cells to investigate
the cause of focal perceptions in retinal stimulation as well [41]. The cell model
consisted of a spherical soma with a bending axon of semi-infinite length using a five
nonlinear ion channel membrane model based on recordings of ganglion cells. The
study demonstrated that the threshold for excitation was lower when the electrode was
near the bend in the axon neighboring the cell body, effectively stimulating cell bodies
local to the electrode. This finding held for anodic and cathodic monophasic stimuli,
point and disk electrodes, at varying electrode to neuron distances, and was robust to
changes in the cell model as well.
2.3.5.2 Animal Models
Animal models offer another method of investigating the mechanisms of retinal
stimulation, and permit more invasive and longer procedures than would be feasible
with human retina. In a study to determine the response of retinal ganglion cells to
retinal stimulation, Fried et al. coupled dense threshold maps of rabbit ganglion cells
with immunochemical staining [42]. The study found that the lowest thresholds
correspond to when the electrode is near a small thin section of the axon containing a
dense band of voltage gated sodium channels. The low threshold region size and
location varied with the varying thin axons segment between ganglion cell types, as well
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as the minimal thresholds, suggesting that the sodium channel band is the most
responsive site to electric stimulation.
The specific neural elements in the retina engaged by retinal stimulation are
another topic that animal models more readily facilitate the investigation of. Margalit
and Thoreson conducted whole cell patch clamp recordings from ganglion and bipolar
cells in salamander retina during electrical stimulation to investigate the origin of the
ganglion cell action potential [19]. The study observed immediate inward currents in
ganglion cells following brief electrical stimulation, as well as currents of synaptic origin
after the immediate response during longer pulses of stimulation. The presence of the
synaptic currents could be suppressed by the use of synaptic blockers. The study
concluded that brief pulses evoke direct action potentials only in ganglion cells, while
longer pulses also evoke sustained synaptic currents later in time by stimulating
glutamate release from bipolar cell terminals, which also drive amacrine cells in addition
to ganglion cells. Similar conclusions were found by studies investigating the response
of retina to electrical stimulation by multi-electrode arrays [43, 44].
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3. Virtual Electrode Investigation
3.1 Introduction
To further the capabilities of artificial vision, much work needs to be done in
understanding the response of the visual system to artificial stimulation. This would
allow optimization of the parameters that define the pixelized image produced by the
multi-electrode array, which in turn determines the ability of a subject to complete a
visually guided task. There are around 126 million photoreceptors [6] that converge to
approximately 101 million retinal ganglion cells in the healthy human retina [7].
Epiretinal prostheses currently undergoing clinical trials include the Argus I and Argus
II with 16 and 60 electrodes respectively [8]. Assuming an electrode array of 60
electrodes, the ratio of ganglion cells to electrodes for epiretinal prostheses is about
1,680,00:1, implying a very crude approximation of the sense by epiretinal prostheses.
While an initial response to the dilemma between the mismatch of electrodes to
neurons may be to increase the number of available electrodes, there may be stimulation
schemes that can make better use of the currently available multi-electrode arrays.
Rather than the conventional serial cathodic stimulation for relatively small power
requirements, by using multiple electrodes of the array to stimulate at the same time, it
may be possible selectively activate the neural elements between the electrodes. This
work investigates the possibility of producing a larger number of distinct visual percepts
through more restricted excitation of the retinal neural elements to effectively create a
virtual electrode between the physical electrodes of the array. This would increase the
functional resolution of the array without increasing the actual number of electrodes,
helping alleviate the strong bias of the ganglion cell to electrode ratio.
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3.2 Methods
To evaluate the possibility of a more complex stimulation scheme to produce a
virtual electrode between the physical electrodes of an array, a computational model of
epiretinal stimulation was constructed using the NEURON simulation environment.
The retinal model included a layer of ganglion cells beneath a layer of axons of passage
designed to represent the macular area of diseased human retina, as these are the
conditions and stimulation site for epiretinal prostheses. The models of ganglion cells
were constructed to reflect the specialized morphology of human midget ganglion cells
in the macular area of the retina. The behavior of these model ganglion cells were then
compared against studies of the response of biological ganglion cells to stimulation to
verify that the computational model’s behavior was biologically representative. The
response of the retinal model to the amount of offset of the electrode array over the
nerve fiber layer was then investigated to determine a clinically representative offset.
Then, a reasonable population size for the neural elements in the layers of the retinal
model was determined as including more neural elements would better represent the
retina, but require more simulation time. After the utility of the model was verified and
the parameters of the simulation space set, the response of the retinal model to epiretinal
stimulation from up to two electrodes was investigated to evaluate the possibility of the
virtual electrode.

3.2.1 Construction of Retinal Ganglion Cell Models
Morphologically realistic models of retinal ganglion cells of the tiger salamander
(Ambystoma Tigrinum) have been previously developed and explored in various
studies [45-48]. These models were constructed from 3-D computer traced somadendritic structures of ganglion cells with a modeled axon including the anatomically
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specialized thin axonal segment. These models also include a dynamic model of gating
mechanisms based on voltage clamp data of tiger salamander retinal ganglion cells.
These models are openly available online through SenseLab
(http://senselab.med.yale.edu/modeldb/ShowModel.asp?model=18501).
The original models of tiger salamander ganglion cells were modified to better
represent the midget retinal ganglion cells of the human retina. The soma diameter of
the original model was reduced, the dendritic tree trimmed and scaled down, and the
axon modified to include a region of initial ascent before bending and running along the
nerve fiber layer, features consistent with previous simulation and microscopy studies
[40, 41, 49]. The distal segment of the axon was made sufficiently long to avoid artifacts
near the stimulating electrode due to discontinuities; about 3 mm long. A summary of
the morphology of the modified model can be found in Table 3. The distribution of ionic
channels of the retinal ganglion cell model is summarized in Table 4. Cytoplasmic
resistivity was set at 110 !-cm throughout, and specific membrane capacitance set at
1 µF/cm2.

Figure 5: Left – Original model of tiger salamander ganglion cell. Right –
Modified model of ganglion cell. Scale bars = 30 µm.
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Table 3: Summary of modified ganglion cell morphology.
Feature

Measurement

Reference

Soma diameter

10 µm

Primate microscopy study [49, 50]

Dendrite diameter

1.15-0.05 µm

Original tiger salamander study [46]

Dendritic field (x-y-z)

~30 µm

Primate microscopy study [50]

Axon ascent

30 µm

Thickness of macular substructures [51]

Initial axon segment
diameter

0.7 µm

Original tiger salamander study [46]

Initial axon segment
length

30 µm

Original tiger salamander study [46]

Narrow axon
segment diameter

0.5 µm

Original tiger salamander study [46]

Narrow axon
segment length

60 µm

Original tiger salamander study [46]

Distal axon segment
diameter

1 µm

Original tiger salamander study [46]

Bend of axon

90°

Previous models [41]

Radius of curvature
of bend

5 µm

Choice

Table 4: Constructed ganglion cell’s distribution of ion channels within ranges
reported by Sheasby and Fohlmeister [48].
Channel

Rest
potential
(mV)

Soma
(mS/cm2)

Dendrites
(mS/cm2)

Initial
axon
segment
(mS/cm2)

Narrow
axon
segment
(mS/cm2)

Distal
axon
segment
(mS/cm2)

Na

+35

80

25

150

400

70

Ca

Variable

1.5

2

1.5

0

0

K

-75

18

12

18

18

18

A

-75

54

36

54

54

0

KCa

-75

0.065

0.001

0.065

0.065

0.065

Leak

-62.5

0.008

0.008

0.008

0.008

0.008
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In addition to the morphologically reduced model of a midget ganglion cell
outlined above, three other models with the same soma and axon were developed to
quantify the sensitivity of model behavior to changes in the morphology. One of the
models is a ganglion cell with a large, descending dendritic field. The dendritic tree is
from the original cell tracing that was modified to produce the morphologically reduced
model, with the only modification this time being that the ascending dendrites were
trimmed off. The other two models were ON and OFF midget ganglion cells of the
parafovea based on computer aided reconstructions [49]. These three models had
identical ion channel distributions as the reduced model outlined above.

Figure 6: Additional ganglion cell models. Large dendritic tree (Left), ON
midget (Middle), and OFF midget (Right). Scale bars = 30 µm.
Models of axons of passage within the nerve fiber layer were utilized in the
population models of epiretinal stimulation. These models corresponded to the distal
segment of the ganglion cell axon and were sufficiently long to avoid artifacts near the
stimulating electrode due to discontinuities; about 4 mm long. The model axons were 1
µm in diameter and had ion channel densities corresponding to the distal axon segment
column in Table 4.
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3.2.2 Implementation of Stimulating Electrodes
Analytical solutions to the extracellular potential due to point and disk
electrodes assuming no interface impedance were used to model the effect of
extracellular current stimulation on the retinal ganglion cell. For a point electrode in a
semi-infinite homogenous isotropic volume conductor, the extracellular potential is
given by [40],

Ve =

!e I
4" r

(4.1)

where Ve = extracellular potential, I = constant electrode current, !e = extracellular
resistivity, and r = distance from electrode.
For stimulation by a continuous circular disk electrode in a semi-infinite
homogenous isotropic half insulating volume conductor, the extracellular potential is
given by [52],
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for z !0, where (r,z) is the radial and axial distance from the center of the disk, V0 = disk
potential, and a = disk radius. This constant voltage model can be converted to a
constant current model with the addition of a constant multiplicative factor since the
extracellular space is modeled as purely resistive. For the continuous circular disk
electrode [52],
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where ! = medium conductivity, J0 = hypothetical uniform disk current density, and
I0 = constant disk current. By equating (4.3) and (4.4) and substituting in (4.5), the disk
potential V0 can be solved for.
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The analytical solution for the extracellular potential due to constant current
stimulation by a continuous circular disk electrode is then defined by substituting (4.6)
into (4.2).
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For simulations utilizing multiple electrodes to stimulate the retinal tissue
simultaneously, the extracellular potential was determined by summing the effects from
each of the electrodes. This method assumes the extracellular space is a linear medium,
as previously assumed in the formulation of the analytical solutions of extracellular
potential by point and disk electrodes.

3.2.3 Definition of Retinal Model
For the computational model to produce thresholds and behavior comparable to
clinical retinal stimulation observations, the environment of the ganglion cell models
should approximate the diseased state of the human retina. The extracellular resistivity
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of the simulation environment was set to 7,900 !-cm, corresponding to the resistivity of
the ganglion cell and nerve fiber layers combined in studies of frog (Rana pipiens) retina
[53]. The thickness of the nerve fiber layer was set to 35 µm, falling within the range of
nerve fiber layer thicknesses in patients with severe retinitis pigmentosa [54]. In the
model, axons of passage within the nerve fiber layer run parallel to one another, and
parallel to the distal segment of ganglion cell axons. The thickness of the ganglion cell
layer was set to 30 µm, falling within the range of normal and diseased ganglion cell
layer thickness [51]. As the initial axon ascent of the constructed ganglion cell models
are 30 µm as well, they project upward into the model’s nerve fiber layer regardless of
the soma’s location within the ganglion cell layer. The offset of the electrodes from the
nerve fiber layer varied between simulations.

Figure 7: Schematic illustration of simulation space dimensions.
In population models of epiretinal stimulation, axons of passage and ganglion
cell somas were uniformly distributed randomly in their respective layers. Stimulating
disk electrodes of 200 µm diameter similar to previously used multi-electrode arrays
were used [43]. An interelectrode spacing of 200 µm was used as well to better test the
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possibility of a virtual electrode between two physical electrodes. The length and width
of the possible regions of individual neural elements corresponded to a 3!3 disk
electrode array defined by the above characteristics, plus an additional 400 µm past the
edge of the outer electrodes, totaling 1,800 µm.
To determine the number of neural elements required in the population model,
the threshold for 1,000 axons of passage and ganglion cells due to stimulation were
determined and the current for 30%, 60%, and 90% activation of the 1,000 neurons
calculated. Then using the currents calculated, the percentage of the population
activated for varying population sizes was calculated and compared to 30%, 60%, and
90% respectively. The population size that would reasonably activate the correct
percentage of the population of neural elements for the currents determined using a
population size of 1,000 was then chosen as the acceptable population size.

3.2.4 Validation of Retinal Ganglion Cell Model
To verify the response of the model retinal ganglion cells, previous studies of
biological retinal ganglion cells were recreated using the computational models for
comparison. During the development of the original tiger salamander ganglion cell
models, the frequency response to intracellular current stimulation was determined in
whole cell recordings and computational models [45, 48]. However, the tiger
salamander ganglion cells of these studies had significantly larger somatic surface areas,
and it was therefore necessary to scale the stimulation currents of these studies to
produce a comparable somatic membrane depolarization. This allowed comparisons
between the reported findings and the models of human ganglion cells. Using Ohm’s
law, and assuming the membrane resistivities are equal, the stimulating current for an
equivalent change in membrane voltage is given by,
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I equivalent = I study

SAmodel
SApaper

(4.8)

where Istudy = stimulating currents of 10, 20, and 30 pA used by the studies, SAmodel = the
somatic membrane surface area of the computational model, and SApaper = the somatic
membrane surface area of the ganglion cells in the studies. The mean somatic
membrane surface areas of the original cell traced tiger salamander models grouped by
the study’s electrophysiological classification [48], as well as the somatic membrane area
of the constructed human ganglion cells are presented in Table 5.
Table 5: Somatic surface areas of tiger salamander retinal ganglion cells as
reported by Sheasby and Fohlmeister [48] and constructed human midget ganglion
cells of this work.
Ganglion cell model

n

Somatic membrane area (µm2)

Superfast tiger salamander

23

711!228

Fast tiger salamander

11

1,222!294

Medium tiger salamander

14

1,109!340

Slow tiger salamander

9

1,270!406

Constructed human

4

314!0

Studies investigating the response to stimulation of retinal ganglion cells using
ultrafine and disk electrodes were also used to evaluate the models of human ganglion
cells developed in this work. The first study monitored the response of ganglion cells of
New Zealand White rabbits to stimulation near the cell body and distal axon at least
1.5 mm from the cell body, with varying degrees of offset in the x, y, and z directions
using an ultrafine extracellular stimulating electrode [23]. To recreate the study,
simulations using a point electrode delivering 100 µs pulses of cathodal and anodal
stimulation at the same offsets used in the study were conducted with a single ganglion
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cell model. As the study did not determine the offset of the stimulating electrode from
the nerve fiber layer of the retina, simulations were run at various offsets.

Figure 8: Schematic illustration of ganglion cell point and disk electrode
stimulation experimental setup.
A very similar study to the ultrafine stimulating electrode study outlined above
was also conducted using 125 µm and 500 µm disk electrodes to deliver stimuli of
varying polarity and pulse width [24]. The response of ganglion cells to various stimuli
near the cell body and distal axon at least 1.5 mm from the cell body, with varying
degrees of offset in the y and z directions using disk electrodes were observed. The
offset of the stimulating electrode from the nerve fiber layer of the retina was not
reported in this study either, and so simulations were run at various offsets.
One other study using rabbit retina done by Fried and coworkers constructed
fine resolution threshold maps of ganglion cells near the soma, and found that the
lowest thresholds correspond to when the electrode is near the high sodium channel
density narrow segment of the axon [42]. To recreate the study, thresholds using a point
electrode were determined in a 10!10 grid centered over the soma with a spatial
resolution of 10 µm. Cathodic stimulation using rectangular pulses of 100 µs duration
was used. The site of action potential initiation was also recorded once threshold was
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determined. The height of the stimulating electrode above the nerve fiber layer was
reported to be fixed at 25 µm, however simulations were still run at various offsets.

Figure 9: Top – Schematic illustration of x-y plane of stimulation above the
ganglion cell. Bottom – Association of numbers used to record the site of action
potential initiation in the axon. Numbers are normalized along the length of the
segment and increase with increasing distance from the cell body.

3.2.5 Virtual Electrode Investigation
The possibility of a virtual electrode able to activate distinct sets of ganglion cells
by using multiple electrodes was investigated using the population model of epiretinal
stimulation with the human ganglion cell model of reduced morphology. The model
response to every distinct combination of up to two electrodes using cathodic
stimulation, anodic stimulation, or a combination of the two was compared to the
response of the model to one cathodic stimulating electrode. Rectangular monopolar
pulses of 400 µs were used, similar to the study referenced using 200 µm diameter
electrodes [43], and the amplitudes of the stimulating electrodes restricted to be equal.
The axons of passage, as well as the axons of retinal ganglion cells, were oriented
parallel to the x-axis, with the axons of the ganglion cells running towards the positive x-
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direction. To facilitate comparison of the spatial location of the activated neural
elements and minimize activation near the periphery of the simulation space, the
stimulating electrodes were centered over the origin of the retinal x-z plane. In the cases
of stimulation using two electrodes, this meant that the middle point of the axis
connecting the centers of the electrodes was directly over the origin. A description of all
the stimulation schemes investigated can be found in Table 6.

Figure 10: Schematic illustration of retinal simulation space and axes. Note
that all axons run parallel to the x-axis, towards the positive x-direction.
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Table 6: Virtual electrode investigation stimulation schemes.
No.

Stimulation Description

1

One electrode using cathodic stimulation

2

One electrode using anodic stimulation

3

Two cathodic electrodes oriented parallel to the axons

4

Two anodic electrodes oriented parallel to the axons

5

Bipolar stimulation oriented parallel to the axons with the electrode in the –x
direction being cathodic

6

Bipolar stimulation oriented parallel to the axons with the electrode in the –x
direction being anodic

7

Two cathodic electrodes oriented perpendicular to the axons

8

Two anodic electrodes oriented perpendicular to the axons

9

Bipolar stimulation oriented perpendicular to the axons with the electrode in
the +z direction being cathodic

10

Bipolar stimulation oriented perpendicular to the axons with the electrode in
the +z direction being anodic

11

Two cathodic electrodes oriented 45° to the axons arranged as a back slash in
the x-z plane

12

Two anodic electrodes oriented 45° to the axons arranged as a back slash in
the x-z plane

13

Bipolar stimulation oriented 45° to the axons arranged as a back slash in the
x-z plane with the electrode in the +z direction being cathodic

14

Bipolar stimulation oriented 45° to the axons arranged as a back slash in the
x-z plane with the electrode in the +z direction being anodic

15

Two cathodic electrodes oriented 45° to the axons arranged as a forward
slash in the x-z plane

16

Two cathodic electrodes oriented 45° to the axons arranged as a forward
slash in the x-z plane

17

Bipolar stimulation oriented 45° to the axons arranged as a forward slash in
the x-z plane with the electrode in the +z direction being cathodic

18

Bipolar stimulation oriented 45° to the axons arranged as a forward slash in
the x-z plane with the electrode in the +z direction being anodic
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Figure 11: Schematic illustrations of parallel, perpendicular, forward slash,
and back slash bipolar stimulation in order from left to right. Note that the large red
disks represent anodic electrodes, blue disks cathodic electrodes, and gray disks
inactive electrodes. Also note that the positive x-direction is to the right of the page,
and the positive z-direction is to the top of the page.
The model was considered to produce distinct phosphenes at a certain
stimulation current when only retinal ganglion cells were activated with no activation of
the axons of passage. To approximate the location and area of perceived phosphenes,
the radius and coordinates of the center of the minimum radius-bounding circle
enclosing the somas of the activated ganglion cells was calculated. The dynamic range,
as in the range of current amplitudes that preferentially stimulate the ganglion cells over
axons of passage, was also calculated and reported for each stimulation scheme.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Validation of Retinal Ganglion Cell Model
In the subsections that follow, the validations of the human midget ganglion cell
model constructed by altering the morphology of the tiger salamander traced ganglion
cell are presented, as it was this model that was used in the investigation of the virtual
electrode. The results of the validations for the large dendritic tree ganglion cell and the
ON and OFF midget ganglion cells can be found in Appendix A.
3.3.1.1 Frequency Response to Current Stimulation
The frequency response of the constructed human midget ganglion cell model to
comparable intracellular stimulus currents used in physiological recordings of tiger
salamander ganglion cells were determined for the various electrophysiological
classifications reported for tiger salamander ganglion cells [45, 48]. The frequency
responses of the model human midget ganglion cell falls within the response ranges of
the superfast and fast classifications of tiger salamander ganglion cells, however is
greater than the medium and slow classifications.
Table 7: Intracellular stimulating currents for the computational models of
human ganglion cells to produce equivalent soma compartment depolarizations as
the tiger salamander models of Sheasby and Fohlmeister [48].
Classification

Equivalent 10
pA Stimulus
(pA)

Equivalent 20
pA Stimulus
(pA)

Equivalent 40
pA Stimulus
(pA)

Superfast

4.4189

8.8378

17.6756

Fast

2.5711

5.1421

10.2842

Medium

2.8330

5.6661

11.3321

Slow

2.4739

4.9478

9.8956
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Figure 12: Comparison of rate of response due to intracellular stimulation of
ganglion cells according to the classifications of Sheasby and Fohlmeister [48]. Blue
dashed line – Average response rate and range of tiger salamander ganglion cell
models to stimuli of 10, 20, and 40 pA as reported by Sheasby and Fohlmeister [48].
Red line – Response rate of the computational model of a human midget ganglion cell
to stimuli that produce comparable depolarizations in the soma compartment as the
10, 20, and 40 pA used in the tiger salamander models.
3.3.1.2 Response to Stimulation by Point Electrodes
The response of the constructed human midget ganglion cell to stimulation by a
point electrode to approximate the ultrafine extracellular stimulating electrode of Jensen
and coworker’s study yielded similar qualitative results and comparable quantitative
results [23]. The results using an electrode offset of 10 µm follows.
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Figure 13: Semi-log plots of threshold near the cell body versus displacement. Left – Median thresholds near the cell
body using rabbit retinal ganglion cells as reported by Jensen and coworkers [23]. Right – Thresholds at the cell body of
the computational model of a human midget ganglion cell.
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Figure 14: Semi-log plots of threshold near the distal axon versus displacement. Left – Median thresholds near the
distal axon of rabbit retinal ganglion cells as reported by Jensen and coworkers [23]. Right – Thresholds at the distal axon
of the computational model of a human midget ganglion cell.

3.3.1.3 Response to Stimulation by Disk Electrodes
The response of the constructed human midget ganglion cell to cathodic disk
electrode stimulation by 125 µm and 500 µm disks to recreate the experiments of Jensen
and coworker’s study using disk electrodes yielded comparable thresholds and
qualitative results [24]. The results using an electrode offset of 100 µm follows.
Table 8: Median cathodic thresholds of rabbit retinal ganglion cells as reported
by Jensen and coworkers [24] and of the computational model of a human ganglion
cell in µA for stimulation by disk electrodes for three pulse durations.
0.1 ms

2 ms

50 ms

Axon

3

0.48

0.46

Short latency response

0.75

0.4

0.35

Axon

21

2.3

2

Short latency response

15

2

1.9

Axon

4.21

0.49

0.16

Soma

2.37

0.49

0.14

Axon

26.7

1.73

0.33

Soma

13.29

1.77

0.31

Reported Values
125 µm electrode

500 µm electrode

Computational Model
125 µm electrode

500 µm electrode
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Figure 15: Strength duration curves for stimulation nearby the soma and axon
using a 125 µm disk (left) and a 500 µm disk (right). Top - Median thresholds near the
distal axon (Axon) and soma (SL Cell) of rabbit retinal ganglion cells as reported by
Jensen and coworkers [24]. Note that LL Cell represents to the long latency response
of the ganglion cell to stimulation, corresponding to synaptic activation, which is not
included in the computational models of this work. Bottom – Thresholds at the distal
axon and soma of the computational model of a human midget ganglion cell.
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Figure 16: Relative thresholds compared to zero lateral offset in the y-direction
for varying disk diameters and pulse widths. Top - Median normalize thresholds near
the distal axon (left) and soma (right) of rabbit retinal ganglion cells as reported by
Jensen and coworkers [24]. Bottom – Normalized thresholds at the distal axon and
soma of the computational model of a human midget ganglion cell.
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Figure 17: Relative thresholds compared to zero vertical offset in the zdirection for varying disk diameters and pulse widths. Top - Median normalize
thresholds near the distal axon (left) and soma (right) of rabbit retinal ganglion cells
as reported by Jensen and coworkers [24]. Bottom – Normalized thresholds at the
distal axon and soma of the computational model of a human midget ganglion cell.
3.3.1.4 Threshold Map and Site of Initiation
Threshold maps of the constructed human midget ganglion cell to cathodic point
electrode stimulation to recreate the experiments of Fried and coworker’s study using
cone electrodes yielded comparable qualitative results [42]. The results using an
electrode offset of 100 µm follows.
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Figure 18: Threshold maps and site of initiation. Top – Threshold maps for
rabbit retinal ganglion cells with circles indicating the approximate locations of the
soma as reported by Fried and coworkers [42]. Scale bar = 100 µm. Bottom Left –
Threshold map of the computational model of a human midget ganglion cell. Note
that the soma is located at the origin of the grid. Bottom Right – Map of site of action
potential initiation of the computational model of a human midget ganglion cell.
Note that the site of initiation was the narrow segment of the axon for all locations.

3.3.2 Definition of Retinal Model
The electrode offset of the stimulating electrode matrix in the population model
was chosen by stimulating a relatively small population of neurons at various offsets
with a single 0.4 ms cathodic current pulse using a 200 µm diameter disk electrode and
comparing the recruitment curves. An electrode offset of 200 µm was considered
desirable as it displayed the characteristics of selectively activating ganglion cells for a
small initial range before activating axons of passage as well when the stimulus
amplitude is further increased.
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Figure 19: Recruitment curves for an electrode offset of 200 µm. Left – Full
recruitment curve. Right – Close up of initial portion of recruitment curve. Note that
RGC = retinal ganglion cells and AOP = axons of passage.

Figure 20: Recruitment curves for electrode offsets of 100 µm (left) and 500 µm
(right).
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Figure 21: Dynamic range for preferential stimulation of ganglion cells over
axons of passage of the retinal model using cathodic stimulation. Note that for an
electrode offset of 100 µm that axons of passage were preferentially stimulated,
represented by negative values of the dynamic range.
Once an electrode offset of 200 µm was settled upon, the neuronal population
size was determined by evaluating the same model with 1,000 ganglion cells and axons
of passage. The stimulating current for 30%, 60% and 90% activation of the 1,000
neurons case was calculated, and the percent activation of neuronal populations of
varying sizes at that current compared. A population size of 250 cells was regarded
acceptable as it corresponded to relative percent errors below 5% as compared to the
1,000 cell case for each of the activation levels considered.
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Figure 22: Comparison of model population size. Left – Neural activation
percentages of varying population sizes in response to stimulating current
corresponding to 30% activation of 1,000 cells. Right – Relative percent error of neural
activation percentages in comparison to 30%. Note that the dashed lines are located at
5% relative errors, RGC = retinal ganglion cells, and AOP = axons of passage.

Figure 23: Comparison of model population size. Left – Neural activation
percentages of varying population sizes in response to stimulating current
corresponding to 60% activation of 1,000 cells. Right – Relative percent error of neural
activation percentages in comparison to 60%. Note that the dashed lines are located at
5% relative errors, RGC = retinal ganglion cells, and AOP = axons of passage.
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Figure 24: Comparison of model population size. Left – Neural activation
percentages of varying population sizes in response to stimulating current
corresponding to 90% activation of 1,000 cells. Right – Relative percent error of neural
activation percentages in comparison to 90%. Note that the dashed lines are located at
5% relative errors, RGC = retinal ganglion cells, and AOP = axons of passage.

3.3.3 Virtual Electrode Investigation
Investigations into stimulation schemes to elicit a distinct phosphene as
compared to cathodic monopolar stimulation were conducted. Population model
parameters were set to an electrode matrix offset of 200 µm over the nerve fiber layer,
250 axons of passage, and 250 ganglion cells, as determined acceptable in investigations
of the population model parameters. Note that the axons of the ganglion cells and axons
of passage run parallel to the x-axis, and the y-axis runs perpendicular to the inner
surface of the retina, running through the retina. The y-axis also corresponds to the
stimulating electrode’s offset from the point of interest. A subset of detailed results from
various stimulation schemes is presented to provide an overview of the method of
analysis, followed by a comprehensive comparison of the phosphenes produced by all
the stimulation schemes at the center of their dynamic range to the phosphene produced
by a singe cathodic electrode at the center of its dynamic range.
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3.3.3.1 Cathodic Monopolar Stimulation
The response of the population model to stimulation by a single cathodic
electrode was determined for comparison to the other stimulation schemes first, as
cathodic stimulation by a single electrode at a time is the most power efficient method of
stimulation for epiretinal prostheses. To estimate the perceived visual response to
stimulation, plots of the spatial location of the neural elements were constructed and
classified according whether the cell was activated by stimulation or not. The location of
the perceived visual phosphenes with varying stimulus intensity was also determined.
The initial segments of the recruitment curve indicated that the ganglion cells are
preferentially activated over the axons of passage for a range of approximately 1 µA.
The plots of the x and z coordinates of the center of the bounding circle, as well as the
distance of the center from the origin, reveal that besides a small initial jump in the
approximated phosphene’s location, the phosphene center location remains relatively
constant with increasing stimulus amplitude. In addition, the phosphene’s radius and
area increase monotonically as the stimulus amplitude increases.
The plots of the spatial location of activated ganglion cells and axons of passage
indicate that for stimulus amplitudes within the dynamic range, the phosphene
corresponds to activated ganglion cells near the origin of the x-z plane where the
electrode is centered. Once the stimulus amplitude goes beyond the dynamic range,
axons of passage near the origin of the x-z plane and the surface of the retina become
activated as well.
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Figure 25: Population model response to cathodic stimulation by a single
electrode. Top – Initial portion of recruitment curve, note that RGC = retinal ganglion
cells and AOP = axons of passage. Bottom Right – Coordinates and distance from
origin of minimum radius bounding circle center, note that the red portion of the
curves correspond to when axons of passage were activated as well. Bottom Right –
Radius and area of minimum radius bounding circle, note that the red portion of the
curves correspond to when axons of passage were activated as well.
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Figure 26: Spatial response of population model to 5 µA cathodic stimulation
by a single electrode. Left – Plots of retinal ganglion cell activation. Right – Plots of
axon of passage activation. Note that blue corresponds to neurons not activated and
red corresponds to activated neurons.

Figure 27: Spatial response of population model to 6 µA cathodic stimulation.
Left – Plots of retinal ganglion cell activation. Right – Plots of axon of passage
activation. Note that at this stimulus amplitude axons of passage are activated as well.
Blue corresponds to neurons not activated, and red corresponds to activated neurons.
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3.3.3.2 Anodic Monopolar Stimulation
The dynamic range using anodic monopolar stimulation is larger than for the
case of cathodic monopolar stimulation, and is able to produce larger phosphenes offset
about 500 µm from the location of the electrode.

Figure 28: Population model response to anodic stimulation by a single
electrode. Top – Initial portion of recruitment curve. Bottom Right – Coordinates and
distance from origin of minimum radius bounding circle center. Bottom Right –
Radius and area of minimum radius bounding circle.
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Figure 29: Spatial response to 13 µA anodic stimulation. Left – Plots of retinal
ganglion cell activation. Right – Plots of axon of passage activation.
3.3.3.3 Parallel Double Cathodic Stimulation
By stimulating with two cathodic electrodes, the dynamic compared to
stimulating with one cathodic electrode increases. Also, larger phosphenes offset
further from the origin are produced.
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Figure 30: Population model response to two cathodic electrodes oriented
parallel to axons. Top – Initial portion of recruitment curve. Bottom Right –
Coordinates and distance from origin of minimum radius bounding circle center.
Bottom Right – Radius and area of minimum radius bounding circle.
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Figure 31: Spatial response to 5 µA stimulation with two cathodic electrodes
oriented parallel to axons. Left – Plots of retinal ganglion cell activation. Right – Plots
of axon of passage activation.
3.3.3.4 Left Anodic Parallel Bipolar Stimulation
Bipolar stimulation using electrodes oriented parallel to the x-axis with the
anodic electrode in the –x-direction preferentially stimulated the axons of passage over
the ganglion cells.
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Figure 32: Population model response to left anodic bipolar electrodes oriented
parallel to axons. Top – Initial portion of recruitment curve. Bottom Right –
Coordinates and distance from origin of minimum radius bounding circle center.
Bottom Right – Radius and area of minimum radius bounding circle. Note that axons
of passage are preferentially stimulated.
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Figure 33: Spatial response to 5 µA left anodic parallel bipolar stimulation.
Left – Plots of retinal ganglion cell activation. Right – Plots of axon of passage
activation. Note that axons of passage are preferentially stimulated.
3.3.3.5 Perpendicular Double Cathodic Stimulation
As observed previously with the double cathodic stimulation oriented parallel to
the axons, perpendicularly orienting the electrodes increases the dynamic range
compared to stimulation using a single cathodic electrode as well. The produced
phosphene though appears as an oval corresponding to the ganglion cells local to, and
between, both of the electrodes.
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Figure 34: Population model response to two cathodic electrodes oriented
perpendicular to axons. Top – Initial portion of recruitment curve. Bottom Right –
Coordinates and distance from origin of minimum radius bounding circle center.
Bottom Right – Radius and area of minimum radius bounding circle.
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Figure 35: Spatial response to 4 µA stimulation with two cathodic electrodes
oriented perpendicular to axons. Left – Plots of retinal ganglion cell activation. Right
– Plots of axon of passage activation.

3.3.3.6 Top Anodic Perpendicular Bipolar Stimulation
Bipolar stimulation using electrodes oriented perpendicular to the axons, with
the anodic electrode located in the +z-direction is able to produce phosphenes very
constant in their location, with a greater dynamic range as compared to cathodic
monopolar stimulation. The location of these phosphenes though corresponds to the
location of the anodic electrode; offset in the direction away from the cathodic electrode,
rather than between the pair of electrodes.
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Figure 36: Population model response to top anodic bipolar electrodes oriented
perpendicular to axons. Top – Initial portion of recruitment curve. Bottom Right –
Coordinates and distance from origin of minimum radius bounding circle center.
Bottom Right – Radius and area of minimum radius bounding circle.
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Figure 37: Spatial response to 5 µA top anodic bipolar stimulation oriented
perpendicular to axons. Left – Plots of retinal ganglion cell activation. Right – Plots of
axon of passage activation.
3.3.3.7 Comparison of Stimulation Schemes
To facilitate the comparison of all stimulation schemes, three plots were
constructed. First, the dynamic ranges of all the stimulation schemes were compiled and
plotted. As bipolar stimulation oriented parallel to the axons with the anodic electrode
in the –x-direction preferentially stimulated axons of passage, the plot area for the
dynamic range of this stimulation scheme is blank. Second, the center-to-center distance
between the mean x and z coordinates across the dynamic range of cathodic monopolar
stimulation to the mean x and z coordinates of the other stimulation schemes were
calculated and plotted. Phosphenes with center-to-center distances smaller than the
radius of the stimulating electrodes could possibly be perceived as being in the same
location as the cathodic monopolar phosphene. Third, the distance from the mean x and
z coordinates of the phosphenes to the edge of the cathodic monopolar phosphene were
calculated and plotted. Center to edge distances greater than zero correspond to
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phosphenes in distinct locations compared to the cathodic monopolar phosphene.
Center to edge distances less than zero correspond to overlapping phosphenes. If in
addition the distance is less than the radius of the stimulating electrodes, the
phosphenes could possibly be perceived as being the same.

Figure 38: Dynamic range of the various stimulation schemes. Note that
parallel left anodic stimulation did not preferentially stimulate ganglion cells over
axons of passage.
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Figure 39: Center to center distances between the cathodic monopolar
phosphene and those of other stimulation schemes. Note that the black dashed line is
at 100 µm, the radius of the stimulating electrodes.
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Figure 40: Center to edge distances between phosphene centers and the edge of
the cathodic monopolar phosphene. Note that the black dashed lines are at 100 µm,
the radius of the stimulating electrodes.

3.4 Discussion
Overall, the computational model of stimulation reflects the general behavior of
epiretinal stimulation seen clinically and experimentally relatively well. Model retinal
ganglion cells are preferentially stimulated near the cell body at the axonal thin segment
by extracellular electrodes. This results in focal stimulation of nearby ganglion cells over
the axons of passage in the population model. It is by these mechanisms that current
prototype epiretinal prostheses operate to provide artificial vision.

3.4.1 Validation of Retinal Ganglion Cell Model
The response of the single retinal ganglion cell models is qualitatively similar to
the response of human retinal ganglion cells. There are currently no in depth
electrophysiological studies of human or primate retinal neurons, which would yield
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more desirable information for the creation of retinal models to help in the
understanding and design of artificial vision. There are vast morphological and
connectivity differences between the retinal and neural structure of humans compared
to other animals though, including non-human primates. Accordingly, many intense
studies have been conducted concerning the morphology, connectivity, and network
activity of the retina, even just within the macular area, in efforts to tease out each of the
subtleties that contribute to the complex sense of vision. For these reasons this work
focused on creating morphologically representative models of the midget ganglion cell.
In addition, midget ganglion cells constitute the majority of ganglion cells within the
macular area, a target site of epiretinal prostheses. Due to the computational models
being very morphologically distinct though, it becomes even more important to verify
that their response characteristics are still biologically reasonable. The results of studies
into the behavior of the reduced morphology retinal ganglion cell model are found in
3.3.1 Validation of Retinal Ganglion Cell Model, while the results for the other models
are found in Appendix A.
3.4.1.1 Frequency Response to Current Stimulation
The combination of the morphologically representative ganglion cell models
with the electrophysiological model of tiger salamander membrane currents was still
able to maintain the response behavior of the originally developed models [45-48]. The
ON, OFF, and morphologically reduced models that were constructed matched well
with the electrophysiological classification of superfast of these studies, while the model
with a large dendritic field matched well with the medium class. The decrease in the
response rate of the large dendritic field neuron despite having the exact same soma and
axon morphology is explained by the decreased input resistance of the cell due to the
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collective contribution of the dendrites compared to the significantly small dendritic
structures of the other models. This shift in the response characteristics of the cell due to
the dendritic structure supports a change to the original cell traced models of tiger
salamander ganglion cells in hopes to better model the response of midget ganglion cell
of the human retina.
3.4.1.2 Response to Stimulation by Point Electrodes
While the response of the computational models to stimulation by a point
electrode do not produce the exact threshold values of Jensen and coworkers
experiments with rabbit retina [23], the trends and features of the threshold curves are
very similar for the ON, OFF, and morphologically reduced models. The threshold
values of the computational models were typically lower compared to the studies, but
the feature of preferential stimulation near the cell body was maintained for the ON,
OFF, and morphologically reduced model, though the degree of preference was not as
great as seen in the study. The preferential stimulation of the cell body for the
computational model with a large dendritic field was effectively abolished for both
cathodal and anodal stimulation. This can also be attributed to the reduced input
resistance in the cell soma due to the cumulative effect of the large dendritic field. This
further supports the use of computational models with small dendritic fields in hopes to
better model the response of foveal ganglion cells of the human retina.
3.4.1.3 Response to Stimulation by Disk Electrodes
There were more differences between the computational models’ responses to
disk electrode stimulation compared to those reported in experiments conducted by
Jensen and coworkers with rabbit retina using disk electrodes [24]. It is very interesting
to note that the responses of all the computational models are almost identical. This is
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due to the computational models all having the same axon and soma, and the use of
relatively large disk electrodes in these experiments. The potentials produced from
stimulation by a disk electrode are different than the potentials produced from an ideal
point electrode. The site of recruitment for a disk electrode is towards the edge of the
disk where the current density is greatest. Since the disk electrodes are significantly
larger than the soma and dendritic trees of all computational models, the edge of the
disk electrodes are located over the identical axons of the model for all sites of
stimulation in the study, and the recruitment of all the models reflect the recruitment of
the identical axons.
Concerning the strength duration curves of the computational models, they
follow the expected trend of stimulation near the cell body being easier than when
stimulating at the distal axon, however the thresholds do not match well with the study
in rabbit retina. In addition, there is a knee in the strength duration curve at 1 ms that is
not reproduced in the computational models. Rather the threshold for stimulation in the
computational models continues to fall for increasing pulse width, which result in much
larger chronaxies than for the strength duration curves in Jensen’s study. Another point
of difference is the curves of relative threshold for increasing offsets. The relative
threshold for stimulation of the computational models does not increase as rapidly as
those observed experimentally in the rabbit retina. The slow increase in relative
threshold with increasing offset together with large chronaxies would suggest that the
computational models are much more excitable by stimulation than as was observed in
the recreated study.
These differences in results between the computational and experimental results
may be due to differences in the electrode offset of the stimulating electrode and
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simplifications of the model. The offset of the stimulating electrode was not determined
in Jensen’s study; rather the electrode was lowered onto the retinal surface until
threshold seemed to no longer decrease. The electrode offset in the recreation of the
study with the computational models was chosen by comparing results at 10, 20, 50, 100,
200, and 500 µm; where 100 µm offset was chosen as it best reproduced the trend lines in
the plots of relative threshold in these experiments. As the distance between electrode
and neuron plays a large role in the excitability of the neuron, the differences in
observed cell behavior could be due to differences in the electrode offsets between the
experimental and computational investigations. In addition, the ionic membrane
currents model is a simplified representation of the distribution and types of retinal
ganglion cell ion channels, and is likely to introduce discrepancies between actual and
model behavior.
3.4.1.4 Threshold Map and Site of Initiation
The threshold map of the computational models matched the qualitative
behavior of lowest thresholds near the narrow segment of the axon, as well as the
narrow segment being the site of action potential initiation as reported in the study by
Fried and coworkers [42]. As the computational models made in this work have a
relatively long ascending axon region compared to the rabbit ganglion cells of the study,
the lowest threshold region of the model is centered at the origin because that is were
the region is located as seen in the x-y plane, rather than the low threshold regions offset
from the soma as depicted in the study. The discrepancy between the range of the
model thresholds and those of the study could be due to various misrepresentations and
discrepancies. These include an unrepresentative resistivity of the extracellular space,
differences between the membrane channel densities of the model tiger salamander cell
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compared to those of the rabbit, and the distinct cell morphology of the models
compared to those of the rabbit.

3.4.2 Population Model Parameters
As mentioned previously, the distance between the stimulating electrode and the
neural elements plays a large role in determining the excitability of the neurons to
stimulation. By inspecting the recruitment curve of the population model at varying
electrode matrix offsets, it was determined that an offset of 200 µm would be acceptable
as it produced the clinically and experimentally observed behavior of local activation of
ganglion cells at lower amplitude stimuli. An offset of 200 µm also falls within range of
the electrode to retinal distances observed in patients implanted with epiretinal
prosthesis [55]. While smaller offsets between the electrode and retina provide smaller
threshold currents, and clinically the electrode matrix is typically brought within as
close a proximity to the retina as possible, the computational model suggests that
moving the electrodes closer to the matrix decreases the range of preferential stimulation
of ganglion cells over axons of passage. Thus, electrodes too close to the retina may
decrease the performance of the implant, and decrease the usable range of stimulation
amplitude to code for phosphene brightness as investigated in a recent study [39].
In humans, the density of retinal ganglion cells near the fovea is 32,000-38,000
cells/mm2, and there are about 150,000 axons/mm2 [7]. Using the population model
space outlined previously with 50% of the normal densities would require 56,700
ganglion cells and 243,000 axons of passage, a very large number of neurons for a
computational model. Thus once an electrode offset was settled upon, investigations
were carried out to determine a minimally acceptable number of neuronal elements for
the population model by comparing model activation for different population sizes at a
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set current. An activation error tolerance of 5% was chosen as a compromise between
model accuracy and simulation run time, as more neuronal elements would require
more time for simulations to run, yet provide better accuracy. Simulating the response
of the population model using the 250 axons of passage and 250 ganglion cells was
found to fall within the error tolerance, and typically took about 5 hours to run on a
laptop computer. This population size corresponds to a 77 neurons/mm2 density,
substantially different from the normal densities.

3.4.3 Virtual Electrode Investigation
Complex stimulation schemes using multiple electrodes of the stimulating
epiretinal array simultaneously may be able to preferentially stimulate distinct subsets
of ganglion cells that stimulation by single electrodes may not be able to otherwise. This
would functionally increase the resolution capabilities of the stimulating array, without
requiring an increase in the number of electrodes on the array, or a decrease in the
diameter of the electrodes. Such a stimulation scheme would be advantageous in
helping visual prosthesis approach the immensely fine resolution of normal vision and
make progress toward the capability to read text and recognize faces with visual
prosthesis, a goal currently far on the horizon for visual prosthesis.
To evaluate these complex stimulation schemes in patients would take a very
long time. There are many different possible configurations of stimulation using subsets
of electrodes on an array, many more once polarity is allowed to vary, and infinitely
many possibilities if the use of stimulation amplitude to control phosphene intensity is
considered as well. Investigating the different possible methods of stimulation solely
within test subjects would prove a very lengthy and difficult process. Computational
models of epiretinal stimulation would allow initial testing and design of possible
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stimulation schemes and require much less experimentation with subjects, a tool that
could prove invaluable as visual prostheses continue to strive for higher levels of
artificial vision.
The possibility of producing phosphenes that stimulation by a single cathodic
electrode could not produce by utilizing multiple electrodes and polarities was
investigated using the computational model developed. By utilizing multiple electrodes
to stimulate the retinal tissue, it is possible to shape the field potential produced to favor
the activation of neural elements in regions where activation is not favored by
monopolar stimulation. This shaping of the field potential can be done by using any
multitude of electrodes, in addition to varying the polarities and amplitudes of the
electrodes engaged in stimulation. The amplitude of the stimulating electrodes in this
work was kept equal to restrict the parameter space. The results from this investigation
suggest that it is possible to produce distinct phosphenes that stimulation from a single
cathodic electrode on an array could not produce, although these distinct phosphenes do
not correspond to a virtual electrode between the physical electrodes of a multielectrode array.
3.4.3.1 Cathodic Monopolar Stimulation
Stimulation using a single cathodic electrode is the simplest method to activate a
subset of neurons local to the electrode, requiring relatively little power, which is
currently the main method of stimulation in epiretinal prostheses. The response of the
population model produced similar behavior as seen clinically using a cathodic
electrode centered over the origin of the x-z plane; namely, the production of a punctate
phosphene local to the stimulating electrode. The center of the approximated
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phosphene in the model stayed within 150 µm of the origin, about the same distance as
the 100 µm from the origin to the edge of the disk electrode.
3.4.3.2 Anodic Monopolar Stimulation
While monopolar stimulation of ganglion cells by anodic stimulation requires
greater current amplitudes, the model suggests that anodic stimulation provides a
greater dynamic range with which to preferentially stimulate ganglion cells over axons
of passage. In addition, the center of the circle enclosing these activated ganglion cells is
300 to 500 µm from the center of the stimulating electrode, corresponding to a separate
and distinct phosphene from cathodic stimulation. While the neurons activated by
anodal stimulation correspond to neurons that are not located underneath the electrode,
the neurons may be nearby, or directly underneath, a neighboring electrode in the array
if using a sufficiently small inter-electrode distance.
3.4.3.3 Parallel Double Cathodic Stimulation
Due to the greater extent of uniformity in the field potential created by using
dual monopolar stimulation, the model’s response mimics the expected behavior that
the recruitment of neural elements between the electrodes will be more difficult, which
has also been found experimentally [43]. The location of the first ganglion cells recruited
corresponds to cell somas at the edge of the disk electrode, with its axon running below
the pair of electrodes. While not able to produce a distinct phosphene from monopolar
cathodic stimulation, this stimulation pattern does produce a unique, large oval shape
that includes the ganglion cells between the electrodes, which could not be achieved
with cathodic monopolar stimulation.
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3.4.3.4 Left Anodic Parallel Bipolar Stimulation
Bipolar stimulation where the electrode axis is parallel to the axons of the retina,
with the anodal electrode in the –x-direction, did not preferentially stimulate ganglion
cells over axons of passage. Therefore, the model suggests that this particular
stimulation scheme would not be useful for epiretinal stimulation, as a punctate
phosphene would likely not result. However, if the polarities of the electrodes are
switched, the model responds with preferential stimulation of the ganglion cells once
again. This illustrates the importance of the arrangement of the polarities of stimulation
schemes utilizing multiple electrodes in addition to the orientation to the axons.
3.4.3.5 Perpendicular Double Cathodic Stimulation
The perpendicularly oriented dual cathodic stimulation elicited a distinct
response compared to the parallel case, further supporting that the orientation of the
field potential with respect to the axons is another important issue in the design of
stimulation schemes. This phenomena has also been observed experimentally using a
multi-electrode array to deliver bipolar stimulation to isolated rabbit retina [56]. As
observed in the parallel double cathodic case as well, the location of the first ganglion
cells recruited corresponds to cell somas near the edge of the disk electrode, and while
not able to produce a distinct phosphene from monopolar cathodic stimulation, a
unique, large oval shape oriented perpendicularly to the axons can be achieved.
3.4.3.6 Top Anodic Perpendicular Bipolar Stimulation
The locations of the ganglion cells initially recruited from bipolar stimulation
with the anodic electrode in the +z-direction corresponded to the location of the cathodic
electrode. This implies that stimulation by a single cathodic electrode in the right
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position over the retina could produce a comparable phosphene without the use of the
anodic electrode, rendering this stimulation scheme of little use.
3.4.3.7 Comparison of Stimulation Schemes
By using solely anodic stimulation, the dynamic range for preferential
stimulation of ganglion cells increases dramatically. However, the minimum amplitude
of stimulation also increases, which would increase the power requirements for
stimulation, and decrease the battery life of the prosthesis. If this one caveat can be
reconciled with the epiretinal prosthesis’ batteries, it may be more advantages to
stimulate the retina using primarily anodic stimulation. The greater dynamic range of
anodic stimulation may allow a greater gray-scale resolution than cathodic stimulation,
greatly increasing the amount of information that the prosthesis could deliver the retina.
Concerning the virtual electrode, the model does not support the possibility of
selectively activating the neural elements between physical electrodes. The use of two
cathodic stimulating electrodes simultaneously regardless of their orientation came the
closest to producing the effect of the virtual electrode. These schemes are able to
activate the neural elements between the electrodes, as evidenced by the negative center
to edge distance of the cathodic monopolar phosphene. However, the initial ganglion
cells recruited by these stimulation schemes are not in the inter-electrode region of the
pair, but rather at the outside edges of the electrode. Only by increasing the stimulus
amplitude further are the inter-electrode elements activated as well, which by this point
are merely filling in the space between the regions of activated ganglion cells of the two
disks, resulting in one solid looking, oval shaped phosphene.
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4. Conclusion
Vision is perhaps the most feature rich and complex of the human senses, relied
on greatly from day to day. Unfortunately vision can become damaged and lost via a
multitude of mechanisms, and the loss of vision results in a great personal and economic
strain. For those who have gone blind due to neurodegenerative disorders of the outer
retina, such as retinitis pigmentosa and age related macular degeneration, visual
prostheses are a promising, emerging technology that aims to restore functional vision
through artificial stimulation of the visual pathway. Though there has been some
success in achieving artificial vision in clinical trials, current technology is far from the
level of normal vision. To further the capabilities of artificial vision much work needs to
be done in understanding the response of the visual system to artificial stimulation.
Through a greater understanding, and some technological advances, the design of visual
prostheses can progress towards restoring highly functional vision in blind individuals.

4.1 Summary
A discussion of vision and visual prostheses provided the background for the
development of a population model of retinal stimulation. Morphologically
representative models of human midget ganglion cells were constructed based on
previous studies and models, and the constructed models behavior verified against
studies of biological retinal ganglion cells. The constructed models recreated the
behavior observed in biological ganglion cells relatively well, and the use of the
ganglion cell models was extended to a population model of the retina including a nerve
fiber layer and ganglion cell layer. The population model of the retina reproduced
phenomena observed in studies of the retinal response to extracellular stimulation as
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well, including the ability of epiretinal electrodes to recruit local ganglion cells over
axons of passage. The population model was then applied to investigate the possibility
of using multiple electrodes to produce phosphenes representative of a virtual electrode
between two physical electrodes. The results of the investigation did not support the
concept of a virtual electrode.

4.2 Suggestions for Further Study
There are a number of possible extensions to the model and other features of
electrical stimulation of the retina that could be investigated. For example, the neural
elements from other layers of the retina could be included into the model to provide an
even more comprehensive model of the retina, and response to stimulation. While
perhaps not as numerous as the ganglion cell, there are a number of studies focused on
the other neural elements of the retina. Models of these other elements have even been
previously constructed, including a model of the ribbon synapse of the bipolar cell that
has been connected to the tiger salamander ganglion cell models that this work was
largely started from [13].
Another possible extension of this work would be to move the stimulating
electrodes from the epiretinal space to the subretinal space. Subretinal stimulation
continues to be a topic of study that has made progress towards artificial vision [14, 5762]. The use of a computational model could help in the understanding of the retinal
response to stimulation for the subretinal case as well, just as it was applied for
epiretinal stimulation in this work.
While the use of multiple electrodes to create a virtual electrode response was
not supported by this study, multiple electrodes could be employed to produce a more
punctate phosphene. This could be accomplished by surrounding a cathodic electrode
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with active anodic electrodes. While this would not increase the number of effective
electrodes on the multi-electrode array, it could allow a higher packing density of
electrodes on the array that would still be able to stimulate distinct regions of ganglion
cells without overlap between neighboring electrodes.
There are also many parameters and facets of electrical stimulation that a
computational model would allow investigation of. The particulars in the method of
stimulation could play a large role in the selective stimulation of small subsets of
ganglion cells. In addition to the polarity and use of multiple electrodes that this work
focused some on, the waveform of stimulation, electrode geometry, and frequency of
stimulation, among many other things, all influence the neural response to electrical
stimulation.
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Appendix A
A.1 Large Dendritic Tree Ganglion Cell Response
A.1.1 Frequency Response to Current Stimulation

Comparison of rate of response due to intracellular stimulation of ganglion
cells according to the classifications of Sheasby and Fohlmeister [48]. Blue dashed
line – Average response rate and range of tiger salamander ganglion cell models to
stimuli of 10, 20, and 40 pA as reported by Sheasby and Fohlmeister [48]. Red line –
Response rate of the computational model of the large dendritic tree ganglion cell to
stimuli that produce comparable depolarizations in the soma compartment as the 10,
20, and 40 pA used in the tiger salamander models.
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A.1.2 Response to Stimulation by Point Electrodes

Semi-log plots of threshold at the cell body of the large dendritic tree
computational model of ganglion cell using a point electrode at various offsets.
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Semi-log plots of threshold at the axon of the large dendritic tree
computational model of ganglion cell using a point electrode at various offsets.
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A.1.3 Response to Stimulation by Disk Electrodes

Strength duration curves for stimulation nearby the soma and distal axon
using a 125 µm disk (left) and a 500 µm disk (right) of the large dendritic tree
computational model.

Relative thresholds compared to zero lateral offset in the y-direction for
varying disk diameters and pulse widths at the distal axon and soma of the large
dendritic tree computational model.
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Relative thresholds compared to zero vertical offset in the z-direction for
varying disk diameters and pulse widths at the distal axon and soma of the large
dendritic tree computational model.

A.1.4 Threshold Map and Site of Initiation

Maps of threshold and site of action potential initiation of the large dendritic
tree computational model. Left – Threshold map of the computational model. Note
that the soma is located at the origin of the grid. Right – Map of site of action
potential initiation of the computational model. Note that the site of initiation was the
narrow segment of the axon for all locations.
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A.2 ON Midget Ganglion Cell Response
A.2.1 Frequency Response to Current Stimulation

Comparison of rate of response due to intracellular stimulation of ganglion
cells according to the classifications of Sheasby and Fohlmeister [48]. Blue dashed
line – Average response rate and range of tiger salamander ganglion cell models to
stimuli of 10, 20, and 40 pA as reported by Sheasby and Fohlmeister [48]. Red line –
Response rate of the computational model of an ON human midget ganglion cell to
stimuli which produce comparable depolarizations in the soma compartment as the
10, 20, and 40 pA used in the tiger salamander models.
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A.2.2 Response to Stimulation by Point Electrodes

Semi-log plots of threshold at the cell body of the ON midget ganglion cell
computational model using a point electrode at various offsets.
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Semi-log plots of threshold at the axon of the ON midget ganglion cell
computational model using a point electrode at various offsets.
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A.2.3 Response to Stimulation by Disk Electrodes

Strength duration curves for stimulation nearby the soma and distal axon
using a 125 µm disk (left) and a 500 µm disk (right) of the ON midget ganglion cell
computational model.

Relative thresholds compared to zero lateral offset in the y-direction for
varying disk diameters and pulse widths at the distal axon and soma of the ON
midget ganglion cell computational model.
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Relative thresholds compared to zero vertical offset in the z-direction for
varying disk diameters and pulse widths at the distal axon and soma of the ON
midget ganglion cell computational model.

A.2.4 Threshold Map and Site of Initiation

Maps of threshold and site of action potential initiation of the ON midget
ganglion cell computational model. Left – Threshold map of the computational
model. Note that the soma is located at the origin of the grid. Right – Map of site of
action potential initiation of the computational model. Note that the site of initiation
was the narrow segment of the axon for all locations.
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A.3 OFF Midget Ganglion Cell Response
A.3.1 Frequency Response to Current Stimulation

Comparison of rate of response due to intracellular stimulation of ganglion
cells according to the classifications of Sheasby and Fohlmeister [48]. Blue dashed
line – Average response rate and range of tiger salamander ganglion cell models to
stimuli of 10, 20, and 40 pA as reported by Sheasby and Fohlmeister [48]. Red line –
Response rate of the computational model of an OFF human midget ganglion cell to
stimuli which produce comparable depolarizations in the soma compartment as the
10, 20, and 40 pA used in the tiger salamander models.
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A.3.2 Response to Stimulation by Point Electrodes

Semi-log plots of threshold at the cell body of the OFF midget ganglion cell
computational model using a point electrode at various offsets.
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Semi-log plots of threshold at the axon of the OFF midget ganglion cell
computational model using a point electrode at various offsets.
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A.3.3 Response to Stimulation by Disk Electrodes

Strength duration curves for stimulation nearby the soma and distal axon
using a 125 µm disk (left) and a 500 µm disk (right) of the OFF midget ganglion cell
computational model.

Relative thresholds compared to zero lateral offset in the y-direction for
varying disk diameters and pulse widths at the distal axon and soma of the OFF
midget ganglion cell computational model.
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Relative thresholds compared to zero vertical offset in the z-direction for
varying disk diameters and pulse widths at the distal axon and soma of the OFF
midget ganglion cell computational model.

A.3.4 Threshold Map and Site of Initiation

Maps of threshold and site of action potential initiation of the OFF midget
ganglion cell computational model. Left – Threshold map of the computational
model. Note that the soma is located at the origin of the grid. Right – Map of site of
action potential initiation of the computational model. Note that the site of initiation
was the narrow segment of the axon for all locations.
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Appendix B
B.1 Introduction
A brief presentation of preliminary work on the inclusion of bipolar cells in the
computational model is included here to demonstrate one possible extension of the
model. This work is based on a computational model of the ribbon synapse developed
for use in the NEURON simulation environment [13], and used in conjunction with the
previously discussed morphologically realistic models of retinal ganglion cells of the
tiger salamander [45-48]. This model is openly available online through SenseLab
(http://senselab.med.yale.edu/ModelDb/showmodel.asp?model=50997).

B.2 Construction of Bipolar Cell Model
A midget bipolar cell model was constructed based on micrographs from
marmoset retina [63]. The model included a soma, dendrite, dendritic cluster, axon, and
axon terminals. Passive membrane properties were included in all sections of the
neuron, and an L-type calcium channel as designed in the original model [13] was also
incorporated into the axon terminals.

Midget bipolar cell model. Scale bars = 30 µm.
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B.3 Integration of Ribbon Synapse Model
Ribbon synapses as designed in the original model [13] were then incorporated
into the axon terminals of the bipolar cell and the dendrites of the ganglion cell. A total
of 23 synapses were included in the dendritic tree of the ganglion cell, each connected to
the axon terminals of the bipolar cell. The bipolar cell was placed beneath the ganglion
cell, with the axon terminals of the bipolar cell encompassed by the dendritic tree of the
ganglion cell.

Midget ganglion cell and bipolar cell models together. Scale bars = 30 µm.

B.4 Response to Stimulation
The response of the midget ganglion and bipolar cells together to extracellular
stimulation was then investigated. Experiments similar to the previous methods
discussed in 3.2.4 Validation of Retinal Ganglion Cell Model were performed; searching
for the threshold current for a propagating action potential in the axon of the ganglion
cell to stimulation by point and disk electrodes at various offsets from the cell body and
axon. Overall, inclusion of the bipolar cell into the model changed the threshold values
slightly from the case of only using only the ganglion cell model.
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Semi-log plots of threshold at the cell body of the ganglion cell using a point
electrode at various offsets. Top – offsets along x axis, Middle – offsets along y axis,
Bottom – offsets along z axis.

Semi-log plots of threshold at the axon of the ganglion cell using a point
electrode at various offsets. Top – offsets along x axis, Middle – offsets along y axis,
Bottom – offsets along z axis.
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Relative thresholds compared to zero lateral offset in the y-direction for
varying disk diameters and pulse widths at the distal axon and soma of the ganglion
cell.

Relative thresholds compared to zero vertical offset in the z-direction for
varying disk diameters and pulse widths at the distal axon and soma of the ganglion
cell.
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B.5 Discussion
Expansion of the model to include the neural elements directly below the
ganglion cells would generally constitute an improvement in the overall model. The
bipolar cells of the retina have been found to contribute to the ganglion cell action
potential response to extracellular stimulation in a number of studies [19, 43, 44].
However the model parameters defining the behavior of the bipolar cell and ribbon
synapse, their interaction with the ganglion cell model, as well as the influence of the
constructed bipolar cell’s morphology were not investigated in detail during this work
due to time constraints. Therefore the inclusion of bipolar cells in the retinal model was
limited to a brief presentation as this appendix.
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